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Inspired by the breathtaking natural beauty of the Aurora Borealis or Northern Lights, the  
Aurora colour palette from the HIMACS Marmo Collection evokes marble-like aesthetics with  
subtle and strong shades alongside delicate and detailed veining. The tones echo the fluidity  
of the sky and its natural wonders with semi-translucent effects that allow designers to  
experiment with a play on light, bringing natural beauty into their interior projects and clients’ 
homes. Now HIMACS has introduced 12 new Aurora Colours to the Marmo series, expanding  
the versatility of this collection even further.

Combining practicality and aesthetics with the beauty of nature and the benefits of the latest 
generation solid surface HIMACS, this non-porous material can be thermoformed to create  
curvaceous designs and seamless surfaces that are simple to repair and keep clean. The collec-
tion is suitable for both residential and commercial projects, including hotels, office spaces,  
retail environments and more. Highlights of the new Aurora Colours include Calacatta Luna  
with its distinct veining and Aurora Frost with ethereal semi-translucent properties, resulting  
in an updated collection with something for every scheme and every design aesthetic.



Aurora Calacatta Luna    
M801 
12 mm 

 

Clean, crisp and seamless,  
this unique finish is perfect 
for contemporary spaces. Its 
delicate veining and luxurious 
style resembles the rare and 
exotic look and feel of Italian 
calacatta marble.
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Aurora Midnight 
M703  
12 mm 

 

Introduce a luxe look into 
bathrooms with this rich  
black finish highlighted 
throughout with specks of 
white.
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Aurora Canyon   
M705 
12 mm 

 

Soft and soothing, this 
creamy colourway is  
relaxing and enchanting,  
ideal for bathrooms and 
ensuites. 
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Aurora Linen Cream
M623 
12 mm 

A lightly veined creamy  
finish gives this colour  
a natural look perfect for 
classic and contemporary 
interiors.
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Darker in tone, this richly 
detailed design features 
swirling clouds of white on  
a dark brown backdrop.

Aurora Cocoa 
M624 
12 mm 
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Aurora Terra
M625 
12 mm 

 

Deeply dramatic, this finish  
is reminiscent of a starless 
night sky. An expanse of black 
with hints of veining, it makes 
an instant impact.
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Aurora Butter Cream  
M627 
12 mm 

Perfectly suited to classic  
and traditional schemes,  
this soft, flowing buttery 
colourway is full of character.
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Aurora Ecru 
M701  
12 mm 

 

Crisp and fresh, this  
white marble-effect  
surface features delicate  
veining perfect for  
bathrooms, countertops  
and shower spaces.
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Aurora Frost  
M702 
12 mm 

 

With its ethereal semitrans- 
lucent properties, Aurora 
Frost is clean-lined and so-
phisticated, ideal for kitchen 
work surfaces and splash-
backs, it can be back-lit for 
spectacular effect.
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Aurora Angora  
M706  
12 mm 

 

With its distinct veining  
on the horizontal, this  
design is delicately  
detailed and perfect for  
contemporary interiors  
and retail environments.
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Aurora Magnolia   
M707 
12 mm 

 

Cloudbursts of ethereal  
white enhance this  
soft billowing expanse  
of creamy colour.
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Aurora Sable   
M708  
12 mm 

 

Elegantly refined, the  
rich swirling veins of  
this creamy colourway  
creates the perfect  
balance of classic and  
contemporary style.
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Marmo 
Random natural texture, reminiscent of the Northern Lights. The interplay  
between brightness and structure gives rise to calm and relaxation. 

The HIMACS Marmo collection 

Aurora Canyon 
M705 

Aurora Linen Cream
M623 

Aurora Cocoa 
M624

Aurora Butter Cream 
M627 

Aurora Ecru 
M701 

Aurora Frost 
M702 

Aurora Angora 
M706

Aurora Magnolia 
M707 

Aurora Sable 
M708 

Aurora Torano
M601 

Aurora Bisque
M612 

Aurora Blanc
M617 

Aurora Cotton
M615 

Pavia 
M603 

Aurora Bianco
M606 

Aurora Grey
M608 

Aurora Umber
M614 

Aurora Terra
M625

Sanremo
M605

Aurora Calacatta Luna 
M801 

Aurora Midnight
M703

The HIMACS Aurora colours are available from  
stock in the standard format 3680 x 760 mm.
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Marmo  
The HIMACS Marmo Collection provides colours to address the current trends for top-quality marble aesthetics, ranging 
from semi-translucent white, through shades of grey, to appealing cream tones. 

  Marmo is a randomly veined product, specific fabrica-
tion guidelines need to be followed. Ask your sales 
partner for more information, and see more details at 
himacs.eu.  

  Colours with this mark have a semi-translucent effect, 
evident when combined with light sources.   

  The basic HIMACS material is identical for every colour 
but it is important to note that darker and more 
heavily pigmented colours will show dust, scratches, 
haziness, marks left by hard water and other ordinary 
wear and tear more noticeably than lighter textured 
colours. Therefore colours marked with a  are less 
suitable for applications that are exposed to extensive 
surface contact such as worktops located in heavy 
traffic area.  

Click here and discover 
our complete colour range 

on himacs.eu

Ispani
M428 

Edessa 
M501 

Bellizzi
M427 

Terni
M201 

Naples 
M904 

The HIMACS Marmo colours are available from  
stock in the standard format 3680 x 760 mm.
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http://himacs.eu/en/see-all-colours


Please contact us for  
further information. 
 
HIMACS. Because Quality Wins.

European Headquarters:
LX Hausys Europe GmbH
Lyoner Str. 15
60528 Frankfurt
Germany
info@himacs.eu 

HIMACS is a registered trademark of LX Hausys. All other trademarks and product names are trademarks or registered  
trademarks of their respective rights owners. The information contained in this brochure is intended to be for information  
only and can be amended at any time without prior notification. ©2022. LX Hausys Europe GmbH. All rights reserved.
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http://himacs.eu/en
https://www.instagram.com/himacseurope/
https://www.youtube.com/himacseurope
http://www.pinterest.com/HIMACS
https://twitter.com/himacseurope
https://www.facebook.com/HIMACS
https://www.linkedin.com/company/himacs

